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GCSE Results 2022



YEAR 11 CLASS OF 2022

Progress 8 9-4  English and 
Maths

9-5 English and 
Maths

EBacc

2022 0.81 89% 76% 71%

2021 0.50 88% 69% 59%

2020 0.44 89% 70% 63%

2019 0.35 81% 62% 51%

2018 0.53 86% 69% 61%
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THE BLUE COAT | Attendance 

Welcome Back!

• Amazing summer and amazing results!

• Blue Coat students have not fallen behind due to the pandemic – in fact, quite the opposite!

• We have looked after them and they have gone from strength to strength

• We are in a good position progressing to this year

• Those who worked, revised and had high attendance ALL did very well

EVERY SCHOOL DAY COUNTS



THE BLUE COAT | Attendance 

• But…

• Those who didn’t work hard throughout the year were disappointed

• There are things outside of our control – exams are more challenging this year:
• Full content

• No inflation

• Don’t worry though – even with inflation, Blue Coat students were still much better than National 
Average last year

• We all have to work from day one:

• Revision already begun/starts today

• Listen to your teachers, attend intervention sessions

• Take up all opportunities

• Slow and steady wins the race – revision should be little and often

• Balance of work and play

• Work hard and you WILL be successful

EVERY SCHOOL DAY COUNTS



THE BLUE COAT | Attendance 

Finally, back to normal! 

Send your child in every day, unless severe illness

Case Study: student ‘x’ is absent for 2 days per month:

90% attendance = ½ day missed every week

1 school year at 90% attendance = 4 whole weeks of lessons MISSED

90% attendance over 5 years of secondary school…= ½ a school year 
missed!

EVERY SCHOOL DAY COUNTS



THE BLUE COAT | Attendance EVERY SCHOOL DAY COUNTS

Research suggests that 

17 missed school days per year
= 1 GCSE grade DROP in achievement 

(Department for Education)

The greater the attendance
the greater the achievement

If a school can improve
attendance by 1%, they will see 
a 5-6% improvement in
attainment. (Department for Education and Skills)



THE BLUE COAT | Ways for parents to encourage good attendance:

• Phone us as soon as possible to tell us why your child is absent, and when you expect them 
to return. 

• Only grant days at home for genuine illness.

• Avoid taking holidays in school time.

• Know routines of the school day to avoid issues, e.g. have they got their PE kit? 

• PRAISE AND REWARD GOOD ATTENDANCE: even small successes, e.g. arriving promptly.

• Be particularly watchful and supportive in the run up to tests and aware of coursework 
deadlines.

• Check Bloodle regularly for homework.

• Help them catch up with missed work, missed day doesn’t mean missed work.



THE BLUE COAT | UNIFORM               “High uniform standards are indicative of high standards”

Students have returned to school and settled back in to routines very well

Reminder of key regulations and request for your support:

• Skirts – not rolled up

• Trousers – should not be “skinny fit” and not show ankles. No black trousers. Only plain belts. 

• Blazers always on unless a non-blazer day
• Lapel house badges, year badges or any badge given as a reward, sewn onto the left lapel
• Only JLT, year and DofE badges with one small pin badge supporting a charity if you wish

• Girls can wear tights or socks (must be white and cover the ankle)

• Hair – neatly tied at the back of the neck; nothing shorter than grade 2; no extreme styles

• The following are not permitted:
Hoodies I Denim and leather jackets I  Jewellery I  Make up I Nail varnish or false nails I Piercings I Trainers I Boots

• No use of mobile devices or headphones on site, including in the restaurant before school
• Devices may only be used in lessons at the discretion of your teacher, and this must only be when they are being 

used to support your learning. 
• No listening to music whilst working
• At 3.20pm, students may use mobile phones outside to arrange travel home (but no headphones/music)



THE BLUE COAT SCHOOL | Reporting for Parents – Improvements to the System

Why the Change?

• Progress does not follow a set pattern

• Progress can accelerate, remain constant, and even decline throughout a school career and the system did not reflect 
this

• Most accurate information on attainment is from a classroom assessment

• The previous 1-4 standards needed a refresh

• Parents requested more advice on how to support the students at home

What are the Changes?

• Previous ‘standards’ replaced with ‘Attitudes to Learning’ three times per year

• With advice on how families can support the students at home

• Attainment reported in early Spring and End of the Year

• Achievement in a single classroom test/assessment will be reported each time in exam based subjects only 



THE BLUE COAT | Reporting for Parents – Attitudes to Learning 

• Old standards (effort, behaviour, homework and organisation) replaced with one           
Attitude to Learning:

• Ambitious

• Active

• Passive

• Reluctant

• Limited Evidence

• Clear descriptors for each attitude type

• Suggestions as to how families can further support the development of the students



The Blue Coat | Mr Barnes

Year 10 Director of Learning



THE BLUE COAT | KS4 Family
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Our Year 10 Identity

We live by our 
habits every day and 
every lesson

These are values of 
a good Christian, 
and a good person



Our Year 10 Identity

• The transition from KS3 to GCSE is a challenging one. We’re proud 
of how the year group has started thus far.

• Students are getting involved in all things Blue Coat. 

• They are setting a good example to the rest of KS3.

• They are making progress and studying a number of exciting 
curriculums that are challenging, broad and deep.   



“Everything I can be and am meant to be”

• Every minute of every lesson is crucial for students to ensure they 
achieve what they are capable of achieving

• We have high standards in the year group for behaviour and 
conduct, attendance, punctuality, and organisation

• Students must ensure they are fully equipped and prepared for 
every day, and have completed all additional homework or study

• Students must also ensure they are preparing adequately for 
assessments



Year 10 – Study Support

• Students will access study skills as part of their CEIAG’s sessions 
during afternoon registration

• The Study Zone (for Year 10 students only) is on every Thursday
from 15:20pm – 16:15pm in GT12. It is open to all, and students have 
access to computers and desks

• Study spaces can also be accessed every lunchtime, Monday –
Thursday in GT12



Year 10 – Other Opportunities

• Students have received an offer to complete their Silver Duke of 
Edinburgh Award

• This is on a first come, first served basis as numbers are limited

• The assessed expedition will take place at the end of the year in 
July, and is a three day expedition (with a two night stay over)

• It builds on the valuable skills students developed in Year 9



Bronze DofE



Year 10 – Other Opportunities

• Students will once again raise money and awareness for World 
Cancer Day (04th February)

• Last year the students helped raise £1700 for Cancer Research UK 
and Macmillan

• Forms also put together their own gift box for the young person’s 
ward at The Christie Hospital in Manchester 



World Cancer Day 2022



Year 10 – Key Dates

• Year 10 Reports – December, April, July

• History Trip – Thursday 26th – Friday 27th January

• GCSE Science Live Trip (Triple) - Wednesday 08th February

• Parents Evening – Thursday 04th May

• Art and Photography Manchester Trip – Tuesday 06th June

• Mock Exams – Monday 26th June (approx.)



Bloodle – A reminder



THE BLUE COAT | Parents Revision
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THE BLUE COAT | Parents Revision



How you can help

• Ensure your child is prepared for each and every day, with the 
correct books and equipment (and P.E kit) when required

• Ensure your child has full school uniform each day, including 
correct footwear. Also ensure no unacceptable haircuts or 
piercings occur

• Monitor your child's homework, ensuring they are keeping on top of 
this

• Support in encouraging independent study and revision, especially 
before key exams and mock exams



The Blue Coat | Mr Bourne

Assistant Head Teacher – Key Stage 4



Preparation for Mock Exams and Assessments
• Year 10 will be assessed throughout the year across all of 

their subjects 

• These assessments will come in a variety of forms: 

• All forms of assessment will help give a clear understanding 
of your child’s progress.

• All students will know when they have a summative 
assessment and a mock examination.

• All forms of assessment will inform your child’s progress 
report.

• Assessment will inform us who requires further support and 
intervention. 

• Therefore it is crucial that your child is always prepared 
throughout the year, not just for the mock examinations in 
the summer term.

• This means we will know how best to move their learning 
forward.

Formative Assessment – This 
is ongoing assessment which 
takes place everyday in the 
classroom – usually through 

teacher questioning

Summative Assessment –
End of topic tests which give 
students the opportunity to 

consolidate and demonstrate 
their knowledge learned over 

a longer period of time

Mock Examinations – These 
are a reflection of the real 

exam experience and assess 
a child’s knowledge of 

content linked to a specific 
examination



How to Support Preparation for 
Learning and Assessment



How to Support Preparation for Learning and Assessment 
Sleep

• 8 hours sleep is optimum

• Lack of sleep results in irritability, forgetfulness, poor concentration and attention span 
shortens. Memory, language, planning and sense of time is severely affected, practically 
shutting down. 

• 17 hours of sustained wakefulness leads to a decrease in performance equivalent to a blood 
alcohol level of 0.05% (two glasses of wine). This is the legal drink driving limit in the UK.

• Routine is important: go to bed at the same time every night and get up at the same time 
every morning

• Avoid vigorous exercise before sleep, and late afternoon or evening naps

• Avoid eating large meals before bed and avoid caffeine before bed. In fact, after lunch!

• Take a warm bath before bed and then listen to soothing music if you have a particularly 
difficult time getting to sleep

• Stop all use of mobile devices for at least 30 minutes before bed

• Do not read, watch TV, or study in bed - learn to associate your bed with relaxation

• Ensure a dark, quiet, cool environment

• Avoid oversleeping or lying-in bed for prolonged periods of time after your sleep is 
completed

• Try not to care whether you fall asleep or not - sometimes worrying about falling asleep is 
enough to keep you awake

• Do not lie in bed and worry. Get up and do something to alleviate the worry – have a 
notebook by the bed

• Do something relaxing to distract yourself from your inability to sleep



How to Support Preparation for Learning and Assessment 
Eating

• A balanced diet

• 1/3rd of overall diet = 5 a day fruit and 
vegetables

• 1/3rd of overall diet =starchy carbohydrates

• 1/3rd of overall diet = protein, milk and dairy

• Good food choices to maximise concentration: 
green leafy vegetables, herbs, oily fish and pulses. 

• Eat regularly (breakfast, lunch, dinner and snacks) -
avoid peaks and dips in energy

• Avoid high sugar snacks, if chocolate is a must, try 
dark chocolate

• Avoid temptation in the house where possible



How to Support Preparation for Learning and Assessment  
Hydration

• A teenage body is made up of around 60% water

• Not drinking enough water reduces productivity, both 
mentally and physically 

• Symptoms can include tiredness, confusion, reduced 
energy levels and the temptation to snack when not 
hungry

Top Tips:

• Always have water on hand

• Alternatives – herbal teas, caffeine free alternatives

• Limit too many drinks that are high in sugar e.g. natural 
fruit juices, fizzy drinks and energy drinks

• Lead by example!



How to Support Preparation for Learning and Assessment  
Caffeine

• Too much caffeine results in loss of sleep and energy, 
low mood, and low concentration.

• Monitor caffeine intake. On average adults should 
consume no more than 400mg per day, and children 
much less.

• Don’t drastically change habits as the body is used to 
current amount

• Avoid caffeine in the afternoon (long-lasting so can 
impact evening sleep)

• Energy drinks, melts and isotonic gels should display 
caffeine amounts, but often hidden

• Energy shots – despite being small some contain up to 
200mg caffeine

• Chocolate and coffee flavoured products can contain 
high levels of caffeine

• Make sure not using caffeine to substitute when thirsty 
and should be drinking water 

• EVERYTHING IN MODERATION



How to Support Preparation for Learning and Assessment 
Being Active

• Being active is a key component in healthy living – both for mental 
and physical health

• Outdoor activity, especially as a family, could give you quality time 
together, will ensure they get some fresh air and give them a good 
break from study e.g. park run, walk, visiting a park or local 
attraction; if poor weather, try bowling, visiting a museum, ice-
skating, dancing or swimming

• Active hobbies release ‘happy’ hormones that are great for 
regulating mood, promoting self-confidence and reducing stress

• Exercising with friends or alone can be just as valuable as with 
family; it can increase the chances of them forming life-long 
healthy habits as well as releasing energy and making themselves 
physically tired (rather than just mentally tired), so supporting 
sleep

• If not keen on being active, encourage children to take regular 
walks to boost their circulation, stretch their muscles and be 
outdoors

• All children should spend some time being active outside every 
week.



How to Support Preparation for Learning and Assessment  
Environment

• Chat and show interest, but don’t quiz about school-work

• Sometimes talking about something completely different will help 
to give children a break

• Sometimes different locations for revision and social, ‘me’ time 
help to compartmentalise the child’s time 

• Quiet 

• Good lighting

• Undisturbed

• Space to organise work/books/notes

• If not possible at home, try a local library or café with Wi-Fi? 

• Routine is important

• Try to keep mealtimes and family activities stable where 
possible

• Use these as anchor points in the week

• Eat together where possible and encourage chatting at 
mealtimes

• Regularity will help to minimise children taking snacks away

• Will improve overall time management



THE BLUE COAT SCHOOL | MOST COMMON & LEAST EFFECTIVE WAYS TO REVISE

Highlighting
Not productive –

students will focus in on 
just that fact and not the 

wider 
context/information

Re-reading

Re-writing 
notes

Summarising

Cramming

Read, Cover, Review 



THE BLUE COAT SCHOOL | HOW TO REVISE

39

• Learning and revising are active processes which should involve engaging with your subject 
material.

• Here are some of the most effective ways to revise using evidence from years of 
neuroscience and memory research. 

• The aim of revision is to make sure that your lesson knowledge is processed deeply and 
therefore moves into your long- term memory stores. You also need to be able to recall 
these memories in the exam.  

• STEER knowledge in the right direction!

We remember: 
•10% of what we read 
•20% of what we hear
•30% of what we see
•40% of what we see and hear
•70% of what is discussed
•95% of what we teach to someone else



THE BLUE COAT SCHOOL | MOST EFFECTIVE: STEER YOUR KNOWLEDGE
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Retrieve 
Knowledge

Spaced 
Learning

Transform 
Knowledge

Exam Practice

Elaborate on 
Knowledge

S – Space
T – Transform
E – Elaborate
E – Examine
R – Retrieve

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjAiOHh67viAhXr1uAKHc4AAXwQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.altasciences.com/because-who-doesne28099t-love-quiz&psig=AOvVaw2A0d_sHnS3yhe1nS3SrWnb&ust=1559050943434247


THE BLUE COAT SCHOOL | The Universal Offer – Year 10

41

In addition to our team of staff who are dedicated to ensuring your child becomes everything 
they can be and are meant to be; to support you and your child in improving their learning 
habits and preparation for assessment in year 10 we have:

• English, Maths and Science Intervention – Tuesday after school in GT12 with Mr 
Barnes

• The Study Zone

• An enhanced social space in the Undercroft with a pool table and table football

• A wide range of extra-curricular activities

• The Library – which is open until 4.15pm every day

• The Restaurant is open from 8am

• The Green Room – for children with SEND

• Digital Learning Resources – SENECA and Heggarty Maths

• All curriculum and learning resources available on Bloodle 



Good Luck!



THE BLUE COAT | We are here to help….

Thank you for attending this evening.

Please complete our short feedback form (go to the 
‘chat’ for the link).

https://forms.office.com/r/zE5PWfNczk


